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Observing with the 4mm Rx  
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Science with 4 mm Rx, Lines: 
 
Ø Dense gas tracers 
in star-forming 
regions and nearby 
galaxies (HCN, HNC, 
HCO+ all at ~90GHz) 
Ø D-species in cold 
cloud cores 
(~70-80GHz) 
Ø Astro/bio-chemistry 
(throughout the band) 
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Web Links… 

 
4mm Web Page: 
http://www.gb.nrao.edu/4mm/ 
 
4mm Wiki: https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/GB/Gbt4mmRx  
 
è4mm Commissioning Wiki (latest status and information on 
performance): 
https://safe.nrao.edu/wiki/bin/view/GB/Gbt4mmRxCommissioning 
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http://www.gb.nrao.edu/4mm/ 
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Technical Information for Proposals 
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Get Latest Info from the Wiki Status Page 

User and Operator 
info/instructions 
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User Information User Info from Wiki Status Page 
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How to configure Rx 
System uses standard config-tool. GBT support staff see MR3Q211 for details. 
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Example 4mm Configuration 

No noise-diodes 

Two Beams 

Default linear polarization; 
Circular puts 1/4wave plate 
in front of one of the beams 
(e.g. for VLBI circular pol 
observations) 
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IFRack CLEO Page 

Target RF 
Power at 1.5.  If 
saturated with 
warm-load ~10, 
need to worry 
about non-
linearity with 
calibration. 
 
Rx uses 
channel’s 1&3 
for beam1 and  
5&7 for beam2 
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MM-converter CLEO Page 

LO voltage (LO1B) should be near 5V and appropriate filter will be 
chosen based on observed frequency.   There is 6 GHz of bandwidth for 
FL1 (2-8 GHz) and 4GHz of bandwidth for FL2, FL3, and FL4 due to the 
4-8GHz filter after LO1B. 
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How to Calibrate 

•  Since there are no noise diodes, users 
must take calseq scans to calibrate their 
data,  e.g., 

CalSeq(“auto”,30.0) 
This takes a 30sec scan that includes 
calibration observations of the sky, the 
cold load, and the ambient load for both 
beams. 
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Installation, calibration wheel and external cover 
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4mm Calibration Wheel 

Wheel Position  
(defined wrt 
Beam1) 

Beam 1 Beam 2 

0 Observing Sky Sky 

1 Cold1 Cold Warm 

2 Position2 1/4wave 
circ 

Sky 

3 Position3 Sky Sky 

4 Cold2 Warm Cold 

5 Position5 Sky 
 

1/4wave 
Circ 

Beam1 Beam2 0 

2 1 

3 

4 5 

Cold 

Warm 

1/4 
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CalSeq-auto Scan 

Beam1 

Beam2 

Sky 
Cold1 

Cold2 

Warm2 
Warm1 

When you click on a calseq scan, GFM reports 
the gains and Tsys in the console window 
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Rcvr68_92  Cleo Page 

Used to 
control the 
wheel 
manually 
and to 
verify that 
receiver is 
working 
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How to set surface with AutoOOF 

•  Start observations with AutoOOF, if science source of 
interest <~ beam size and/or to produce the smallest 
primary beam size.   AutoOOF also provides initial 
pointing offsets which can be large enough to be 
missed by the Peak procedure with blind pointing 
offsets at the start of an observing session. 

•  AutoOOF takes 30minutes to carry out and needs to 
be done every 2-4 hours to maximize the aperture 
efficiency 

•  Need to use bright >~4Jy source for good AutoOOF 
solutions. 
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Brightest 3mm/4mm Quasars  

>~4Jy for AutoOOF 
 
>~1Jy for point/focus 
(depending on sky 
conditions) 
 
There are not a lot of bright 
4mm sources in the sky – 
use planets as needed, e.g,. 
Uranus is ~10Jy and ~3”)  
 
Leverage ALMA, CARMA, 
IRAM-30m, PdBI, SMA 
calibration efforts. 

S(90GHz) [Jy] 
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GFM OOF  

Click yellow 
button after 
AutoOOF 
processing to 
send solutions 
to GBT and 
turn on the 
thermal 
model 
zernike’s. 
 
Typically pick 
between z4,z5,z6 
based on residual 
rms and beam fits. 
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Scans through source during AutoOOF 
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AutoOOF takes map on both sides of focus and near focus to 
derive model solutions (30minutes of telescope time) 

Beams as 
function of 
fits and 
focus: 
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Example Pointing with GFM 

The default is 
to use a 
calseq scan 
within the 
peak/focus 
procedure to 
calibrate the 
data and 
derive Tsys. 
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Sending Pointing (and focus) corrections to the 
telescope manually 

Users can send corrections manually to the telescope within 
GFM using Tools-> Options-> Send Corrections Tab. 
One can move the cursor over the plot windows and GFM will display “X” 
position (arcmin for pointing window) in lower left.  If needed, one can 
manually move the cursor over the peak and derive a solution by eye, e.g., 
New_LPC=Old_LPC+X.    
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Example Focus Observation 

Tsys and gains 
derived from 
preceeding 
calseq scan. 
If no calseq 
scan is taken 
(e.g., 
calseq=False 
keyword), the 
gains are 
assumed to be 
1.0 by the 
software) 
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GBT Status – Overview of things to check 
while observing 

pointing+&focus 
corrections 

pointing model 

IF rack power 

Spectrometer power 

Active surface 
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How to check-out Rx 
(for GBT support scientists) 

•  Run 4mm_TRCO from TRCO – the 
script is self-documented 

•  Run calseq_4ch.pro within gbtidl to 
return the tsys and gains for each of the 
the 4 channels 

•  Run wnod.pro with input gains to 
reduce nod scan    
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How to reduce data 

•  gbtidl data redcution scripts in /home/
astro-util/projects/4mm/PRO 

•  Run calseq.pro to derive gains 
•  Run wnod.pro for Nod data, wfsw.pro 

for frequency-switched data, 
wonoff_gain.pro for position-switched 
data, and wsnod.pro for SubBeamNod 

•  Use getatmos.pro to get the opacity at 
the time of observations 
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Applying calibration 

1.  Cal-sequence measures gains of the system [K/counts]  
2.  g=(Twarm-Tcold)/(Vwarm-Vcold) 

o  Vwarm and Vcold observed 
o  Tcold from lab measurements 
o  Twarm from Rx temperature sensor 

3.  Tsys=g*Toff 
4.  Ta=Tsys(Ton-Toff)/Toff  
5.  Recommend scalar Tsys (median/avg across bandpass) for broad-

bandwidths to give better baselines or vector Tsys (as function of 
frequency) for higher accuracy 

 

 


